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My word, how quickly the months go by!! Last month we announced that the October meeting
would also be conducted via Zoom only on this occasion we would be having a live demonstration.
Seventeen members “tuned in” at the appointed time and were entertained by AWGB Chairman,
Paul Hannaby, demonstrating the turning of a couple of goblets, one with a twisted stem. (See
pages 9-11). I think I speak for everyone when I say it was a very informative demo and we look
forward to more of this nature
Owing to the ongoing restrictions on meetings we once again held a virtual competition. The
standard this month was outstanding and I look forward to the day when we can see these
masterpieces “in the esh”. We will be holding another virtual commotion in November so get to
work now!! I’m expecting a lot of entries featuring a spiral/twist of some sort!
On the subject of competitions I have been in touch with Lisa and John, Competition Coordinators, and it has been decided that any points earned during the rst three months of the
year 2020 (pre-Covid) will be preserved and added into totals when the “live” competitions
resume
May I draw your attention to the article on page 5 where we see pictures of the world’s cleanest
woodworking shop; John asks that you submit, either just written or with photos, any
woodworking hacks that you think others may nd useful - I’m saving space for you

James Sharpe Editor
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PYROGRAPHY HINTS! - part 2 by Liz King
Well, I hope you enjoyed the Hints last month, and found the links useful and hopefully, informative.
For this month's 'challenge':
Why not try some abstract designs, following on from Bob Neill's visit back in February, as these are
his trademark and preferred area of working:
I have included three photos of Bob's recent work as a reminder and reference, and there are more
examples on his website: www.bobneillpyrography.co.uk
These examples provide a good way to practice different strokes/ marks, as mentioned and shown in
the Sue Walters link last month. Of course working on curved surfaces is more difficult, but some
simple coasters would be very effective, or you could try some of those wooden beads (not the small
ones) sold in craft /hobby shops – just don't burn your fingers!! If you are working on a raised surface
or box etc. it is helpful to use a rolled up towel, or book/s so you can rest your wrist and make your
working easier.
If you look carefully at Bob's work, you will
see the contrast between light, medium and
dark tones as mentioned last month. On both
the sphere and the Easter egg ring, there are
sections of dots, where the darker tones are
achieved either with using a higher
temperature, or leaving the tip in contact with

the wood for longer, or using different sizes
of tip. It's amazing how effective using
different patterns of darker and lighter dots
can be. Use a ball tip if you have one, or if
not, try the wire tip used end on. Also, note
that the different sections are decisive and
the marks are consistent, the result of a
confident hand, which I'm sure you'll agree
makes for a good result.
There is another important consideration to
creating a good contrast – that of pattern. So
alongside light, medium and dark, there are
busy, intermediate and quiet patterns. I don't
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think these are official terms, but you know what I mean! It may be helpful to decide which of type
of pattern your sections will be and mark them in pencil beforehand e.g. D+B or L+Q. Also if you
are unsure, use pencil and paper to give you an idea of the finished effect, and so have the
confidence to commit to the wood.
If you remember when Bob gave his demonstration to the club, he revealed that he divided up the
spherical shapes by simply using several elastic bands. He marked off the lines in pencil and then
pyrographed them which defined the individual segments, as shown in the top photo.
These sort of patterns are unique, and are only limited
by your imagination - it's amazing what you can
produce, and it's worth having a try, even if only on a
scrap piece of wood. It's also helpful to see how
accurately (or not!) you can replicate your desired
marks. You might be amazed at your results, a real
talking point, and remember, practice makes perfect!!
If there's anything specific you'd like help with, please
get in touch (liz@hopestation.co.uk). Or maybe you
have links or hints of your own that would be useful to
share.
And folks, there's more excitement to come in the next
instalment. Watch this space .....
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One small step . . . . . .
So how did you get into woodcraft? Maybe you were already a “wood professional” or, maybe like
member Tom Livesey, your family bought you a lathe to keep you busy and you wouldn’t keep
checking on what they were doing in the family business (sorry Tom!). Let me know how you
started; here’s our rst account from a (fairly) new member

Last year, my Mum & I were looking for something di erent to do and came
across the National Bird carving Championships at Bakewell. We thought that's
di erent, why not? Once inside we were really impressed with the skills used to
create the birds. Whilst browsing, we saw someone demonstrating pyrography
and I decided to give it a go. I was hooked and ordered a Razortip machine
straight away from the Woodart Products stall and the owner suggested we
collect it from him at the Stick Carving Show a couple of weeks later.
Whilst at the show, Mum and I spotted Tina, who we knew already, on the
DDWC stall. This is how we were introduced to the club and our new hobby.
Since joining, not only have we enjoyed doing pyrography, but have been
inspired to take up carving too. We found the club so welcoming, with an
abundance of talent and helpful advice, we hope to continue being part of this
special community for many years.

Shannon Richardson
A couple of examples of
Shannon’s work: the one
on the left came 2nd. in
the June competition and
the one on the right took
1st. place in September.
I think I can safely say
thats she’s got the hang of
it!!

A man who has trained his dog to play the trumpet on the London Underground said he went
from Barking to Tooting in just over an hour.
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“I think I have enough tools now! Said no woodworker, ever.”
by John Williams
Following a very brief discussion with Lisa on the merits of turning the dining room into a second workshop I
needed to re-arrange mine to allow the addi on of my latest purchase. I had invested in a drum sander from
Axminster and now needed to house it in the most convenient area possible to allow access without moving
everything else rst.The problem with my workshop (garage) is that it is the only access to the garden. So
once a week I take the bins through the middle of the workshop for emptying and then that evening take
them back. This prevents me being able to leave any equipment situated in the centre of the room. This, of
course, has forced me to come up with a few space saving ideas, in the past. So as well as everything being
on wheels, I have made a turntable for my bobbin and disc sanders and a mobile sanding table from an old
peg board which when hooked up to the vacuum, drags the dust downwards.

I suspect my garage is just about at capacity now, with every nook and cranny taken, a place for everything
and everything in its place. I am sure though, there will be a tool in the future that I cannot manage without
but do not have the space to accommodate, unless of course you know be er.
Please send any space saving ideas you may have used in your workshop or any other woodworking hacks
you may think would be useful to others. I have just seen a wonderful tool in the latest woodworking
magazine and I don’t know how I have coped without it all this me. “Lisa, are you busy, can I have a

word?”
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G.B.B.O Junior Edition
My two granddaughters enjoy “helping” Mummy when she is baking and she recently asked me if I
could make a rolling pin for the girls to use. I thought it would be asking for a breakdown in
sisterly harmony if I made just the one so went in search of some suitable wood and made two.
These were duly despatched via Parcel Post (after being subject to the usual interrogation at the
P.O. on the contents of the parcel!!) and as you can see they were both well received and
immediately put into use for making some lunchtime mini pizzas
I now plan to make a couple more with the cylinder rotating on a metal shaft, once I can nd a
source of suitable rod. Any suggestions?

James Sharpe aka Grandad
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BOTTLE TOPS by Geo Dalto

This is not an original idea, I saw it in a recent Woodturning magazine. However, it looked like a useful
way of using up the odd pieces of wood that seem to keep piling up in my reject bin. I shed out a few
and piled them on my bench

For a trial run, I took a nice piece of greenheart to make a top for the jam pot on the right and screwed a
2” faceplate to it. On the lathe it didn’t take long to turn it into a round a few millimetres larger than the
diameter of the lid. After I’d nished sanding it, I took it o the lathe, removed the faceplate and
reversed it into my jumbo-jaws

I want to die peacefully in my sleep, like my grandfather… Not screaming and yelling like the
passengers in his car.
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Now, if you don’t have any jumbo-jaws, you could always make a jam chuck but jumbo-jaws always make
the job easier and don’t forget Christmas is coming up (ugh)
All you have to do is hollow it out to take the original lid and glue it in. Hot melt glue worked ne. My
rst mistake was not to make the top deep enough to allow the metal lid to seat in enough. My second

mistake was to choose a bottle where the lid was a larger diameter than the bottle itself. I didn’t think it
looked good
The one I didn’t like is hidden at the back. The others didn’t turn out too bad though

Geoff Dalton

I know they say that money talks, but all mine says
is ‘Goodbye.’
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October Meeting via Zoom

The October meeting, attended by 17 members, was our rst which featured a live demonstration. After
the preliminaries the “stage” was handed over to AWGB Chairman Paul Hannaby who explained that he
would be turning two goblets, the rst one being a natural edge goblet and the second one would feature a
twisted stem. Here’s two he made earlier

Paul’s rst step was to mount a length of Yew branch on the lathe between centres; he cautioned us to
avoid the trap of putting the drive centre in the pith of the wood as this would become the centre of the
goblet and be very weak. The lathe speed was set at
1800rpm, a spigot cut at one end and after remounting
the wood, the bowl was cut. Because of the structure of
the goblet, support is needed, as there is none at the bowl
end so this should be cut, sanded and nished before
moving, section by section, to the stem. Again each
section should be nished before moving on to the next
one. As a guide, sanding should be performed at two
thirds of the cutting speed and if this generates excessive
heat then the speed further reduced. The stem was then
cut (in sections) and at this point it was noticeable that
the cup had started to wobble as the stem got longer. To
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provide a “steady” Paul makes use of polystyrene balls purchased from Hobbycraft*. These are
preferable to using a rubber ball which tend to distort and send the revolving work piece o -centre. All

sanding was completed down to 400grit. After sanding sealer has dried it is cut back using a ne grade
of wire wool - Caution! Make sure there are no loose ends as these are likely to wrap around the stem
with possible disastrous consequences!
The goblet was then parted o after the nal seal and polish and the remaining stub on the foot sanded
o .

Finished !!!

*Hobbycraft polystyrene balls - https://www.hobbycraft.co.uk/advancedsearchresults.aspx?
query=polystyrene+balls
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October Meeting Part 2
For his second project Paul chose to turn a goblet with a twisted stem using a length of Spalted Cherry.
He quickly turned it to the round, put a spigot on one end and hollowed out the cup to a tulip shape
much as in the rst project. The remainder of the goblet was completed up to the point at which parting
o would occur. The twist was to be cut “freehand” without any marking up of the spiral etc. position. A

hand held le was laid on the stem at about 45 degrees to the direction of the stem cutting with the le
whilst slowly rotating the the goblet by hand. Although it is a matter of choice Paul decided to cut two
twists, the second one commencing 180 degrees around the stem from the rst one. The grooves were

deepened with wider les and then the le was used in the opposite angle to take of the corners (or
peaks) and produce a barley twist. This was continued until the edges were rounded . The process was
repeated with a ner grade le and then completed using a ne abrasive sheet wrapped round a dowel.
With care this can be done with the lathe in motion at a very slow speed.

Almost nished, just needs parting o
If you missed the meeting or want to
view the demo again it is available on
YouTube
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October Virtual Competition
Wow! That was quite a nish as the lead changed
a number of times ending with a three way tie for
rst place
On the right we have a ve-drawer chest from
David Reynolds; it stands 275mm high and
David used Oak, Maple and American Walnut in
its construction lining the drawers with burgundy
baize
Below we see David Waldron’s (four year
project) steel strung acoustic guitar using
p l y w o o d , S i t k a S p r u c e , Ma h o g a n y a n d
Rosewood
Bottom right is Terry Cambridge’s entry he
calls a “Triple Twirl” which used part of the trunk
of a garden conifer and I understand quite a bit
of arithmetic.
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October Virtual Competition cont’d

In second place we have Shannon
Richardson with her Golden
Eagle pyrography picture.

Third place was taken by Jan
Bartlett with her carving in
Sweet Chestnut measuring
approx. 7” x 7”.
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October Virtual Competition cont’d
Other entries:

Graham Legg’s toy racing car
collection made for grandchildren
to play with (or so he says!)

D e c o r a t e d b o x f r o m Jo h n
Williams using Alder, Iroko and
Sapele (NOT Iron as it stated in
the competition mail out!! Ruddy
auto-correct!!). Pictures were
carved out with a router and then
stained.
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October Virtual Competition cont’d

Platter in Olive Ash turned by Derek
Puplett and nished with Chestnut
Food Safe Oil.

Hollowform in Yew from Dick
Potter
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October Virtual Competition cont’d

Desk tidy in Mahogany from Tony Reindorp.
Flowers from recycled wood by
Gregory Holmes.

Whale picture pyrographed on
Oak by Isabelle Dawson.
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Competition Scores
Name

I.D.

Votes

Position

David Waldron

D

6

1=

David Reynolds

E

6

1=

Terry Cambridge

J

6

1=

Shannon Richardson

B

4

2

Jan Bartlett

C

3

3

Graham Legg

A

1

John Williams

F

1

Derek Puplett

G

1

Dick Potter

H

0

Tony Reindorp

I

0

Isabelle Dawson

K

0

Gregory Holmes

L

0

12 people entered the October competition and 28 people cast a vote
Just a quick reminder that in the virtual competitions the 12 month rule does
not apply; it doesn’t matter when the entered item was made just so long as
YOU made it and it hasn’t been entered previously in a club competition
And in case you missed it on page one - any points earned in the January March “live” club competitions will be preserved and added into the totals
when the club eventually resumes normal activities
There will be another virtual competition in November so start preparations
NOW!!

Just burned 2,000 calories. That’s the last time I leave brownies in the oven while I nap.
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Thank you
My thanks go to the following people who contributed to this issue: Liz King, Shannon
Richardson, John Williams, Geo Dalton, Lisa Williams and of course to all those who
entered the competition. James Sharpe Editor

Just burned 2,000 calories. That’s the last time
I leave brownies in the oven while I nap.
Left - This month’s challenge for the carvers copy that!
Picture submitted by Lisa Williams
Club Contacts
Chairman - Bronagh Cassid

Vice-Chairman - Derek Puplett/ John Henbery/
Digby Owe
Secretary - Peter Branso
secretary@ddwc.co.uk
Treasurer - Graham Burk
treasurer@ddwc.co.uk

DATA PROTECTION
Your personal details are held on computer
for the use of DDWC. We only use this
information to run the organisation. If you
would like to know what information we
hold and how we use it, please contact the
Secretary.

Woodworms - Independent newsletter of
Derbyshire Dales Woodcraft Club
Editor/publisher James Sharp
20 Beech Drive
Ashbourne DE6 1H
jsharpe208@gmail.com

Demonstration Co-ordinator - Graham Legg/
Brian Walke
Tools Co-ordinator - Val Branso
Librarian -Roger King/Joe Aker
Competitions C0-ordinator s- Lisa/John Williams

Committee members can be contacted by emailing the addresses above or info@ddwc.co.uk.
Yo u r m e s s a g e w i l l b e f o r w a r d e d t o t h e
appropriate person.
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